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CALCULATICNS OF THE MOON'S HEAT HISTORY AT DIIFFERNT CONC0'-ITIlJ I
OF RADIOACTIVE EE NTS TAKING ACCOUNT OF THEMATERIAL DIFFERiNTLATION

WITH MELWING

0. I.Ornatkaya, Ya.I.Al'ber,I. L.Ryazantseva

I.Introduction

Papers by G.Urey, G.MacDonald,2..Lub imovaiB. YuLevin,S.V Maeva,
P.Friker,R.Reynolds and A.Summers,J.Iriyama and J.Schimazu,D.Anderson

andR.Phinerey,T.Hanks and D.Anderson,R.MacConnel,H.Toksoz and S.Solomon,

et al [2,4,5,68-I7,26,29-31 are devoted to the investigation of

the Moon's heat history based on the solution .of the heat conductiv:it

equation with the given values of the Moon's material parameters, the
initial and boundary condit-ions and with the heat sources- radioactive

elements with the given concentrations. Our papers [20,21]are devoted

to the same problem. Up to 1966-67 the homogeneous and laminated

Moon models were considered separately. Then in 1966-67 we and irres-

pective of us P.Friker,R.Reynolds and A.Sommers took into account ij

the calculation the differentiation of the Moon's material and convec-

tion of the radioactive elements to the surfa e with melting. The con-

sideration of continuous differentiation in the calculation permit. to

investigate the Moon's heat history in more detail. In 1971 the dif-

ferentiation was also taken into account in the paper by S.V.Maeva[i51
and in 1973 in the paper by H.Toksoz and S.Solomon [26]

Thus, presently, the calculation scheme of the Moon's heat his-

tory is sufficiently full developed by the computer and much new re-
sults are obtained. Yet this problem is of interest so far and. this

interest still increases. This associated w.th the larpe uncertaint&
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in the Moon's parameters values entering in the equation of the heat

conductivity. This refers also to the uncertainty in the given values

of the density, the heat capacity and the heat conductivity and their

dependence on the Moon's material state (for example, when melting)

and to the uncertainty in the given curve of melting and to.the initi-

al conditions (in particular, to the initial temperature) and to the

Moon's age related to its origin. However, the determinative in the

Moon's heat histry7 is the accepted concentration of radioadots .L*

ments in the Moon's material and their redistribution in the oon

interior in time.

In the above paper except fo 120,2I] the concentration of radio-

active elements is taken according to their contents in chondrite me-

teorites (for example, Urey and MacDonald), or in the Earth (Levin,

Maeva),or in the "Earth mixture". The values of the heat flux through

the oon's surface were obtained to be of the order of (0*3-0.6) IO"

cal.cm- 2 sec- .

At the same time the results of radio astronomical investigations

by V.S.Troitsky and V.D.Krotikov (27,28) give the fl"z value equal

to 0.5-0.95 I0"  cal cm-2sec-I  which was considered for a long time

to be rather doubtful but was confirmed by the resent investigations

of the lunar material from Appolo-15 [17. As a result it is necessary

to calculate the Moon's heat history at different variants of the

radioactive elements contents which may account for so large heat

flux.

The first attempt of this calculation was made in our papers in

1966-1967 [20,21] . We use four variants of radioactive elements con-

tents two of which corresponds to concentrations accepted by V.ru.

Levin,S.Y.Maeva 19) (variant "C" mean contents in the Earth) and

G.Urey and G.Mac Donald, and the rest two give relatively large con-

centrations with the flux value close to the radio astronomical data.



The assumption was used on the exponential differentiation (when

melting) of radioactive elements. Since radioactive elements with

large concentration were close to the surface of the Moon (in IO-20km)

they weakly influence dn the temperature of the main lunar mass which

quickly cooled. As a result the thickness of the hard cover in this

variants was equal to 600-700km, i.e. larger than at the mean (by B.

Yu.Levin) and at the small (by Urey,MacDonald) concentrations where

the thickness of the cover was 250km and 400 km.

We use in l20,2Ilthe exponential model of radioactive elements

covection to the surface at differentiation corresponds to a certain

degree to the so-colled "sudden differentiation". This model permits

to find out the main physical peculiarities of the heat history rela-

ted to differentiation yet it limits the number of variated parame-

ters. In this case laminated differentiation proposed by Friker,et al

C51 is prove to be evidently close to the real processes. That is why

we used in the present paper the laminated differentiation of radio-

active elements when melting with different portions of elements

(from 100% up to 20%) convected from layer to layer. The variants of

concentration of radioactive elements were taken the same as in 120,

2I..

It should be noted that we are not specialists in geopbysik and

we have no rights to discuss questions of the Moon origin and its

chemical composition. For this reason for the calculation we take

parameters either from the expected values of the heat fluxes (at

the given concentration of radioactive elements)or from the fundamen-

tal papers by other authors. Thus the initial temperatures (273K

and 9000K) were taken on the ba-sis of papers5,.63 , the heat capaci-

ty - on the basis of the paper by S.V.Maeva 13,141 where a sharp

change of the heat capacity at the time of melting is considered.
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Remarks by Lubimova 12 are taken into account on the possibility

of the flux increasing at the reasonable concentrations of radioactive

elemnts considering the contribution from exciton component of the

heat condiuctivlt-; and from the amplification of the efficiency of the

radiational component.

Consideration carried out involves significant idealization ref-

fered first of all to the process of lCmination. That is why the re

suits obtaines are rightful only in the limits of our mathematical

model.

2. The statement of the problem

As a rule the Moon is assumed to be a sphere with the radius

re =1735 km, with homogeneous density P =3.34g/cm3 , with the heat

capacity C and the heat conductivity K, defined according to

Lubimova (I21 (heat conductivity ) and Maeva (13,141 (heat capacity)

by the following relations:

The heat capacity

. -- 25 0 2 5 T,.m.; T, TL,. . AT,

CO/ (T-T.m.)-"L. C , ) )
( T)a ".*K aT 3P

L =I00cal/gm is the heat of melting; &T =200 K;

S= in cm, T = in g.

Tinit.melt. 1373 + 500 (I - 7A ) is the begining of the mate-

rial melting,of the silica (Urey (2 9 1 ).

JNe consider in (I ) gradual absorption of melting heat in the

interval of melting temperature AT (the effective heat capacity in

the int,.rval AT first increases linear and then decreases).
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The heat conductivity

K =  (T) + , T ( 2) 2 e T (2)

In (2) the grid(phonon), rad.atioual (photon) and exciton components

of the heat conductivity I21 are taken into account.

Phonon heat conductivity outside the interval of melting changes

inversly propertional to the temperature and during melting it shaply

increases+) and remains constant:

J(T) =r/ R 0,3 -' c e . TCa T nm. T T..,aT;

S M : o, . f O i co e  .co d , T4.1. , T (T ,,. aT).
C't.. yeat

Photon and exciton components of the heat conductivity are defined

by the well known relations where t =3 is the refractive index,

6 =4.27 10 - 5 cal/cm2 grad year is Stephan-Boltzmann constant,

. =25 cm-" is the absorptio# coefficient of the material, t =5,I7 x

XI0"20cal is the energy of exciton activatioh ) .

In the assumption of isotropic distribution of the heat sources

and when the beginning of coordinate is in the centre of the sphere

the heat conductivity equation is written in the form:

, 1_T _ _. . (.) + H
(3)

where H is the heat sources - long lived radioactive elements -

uranium, thorium, kalium-40.

+)See the paper by Tikhonova,Lubimova,Vlasova 54

The values are taken for the pyrolit (the mixture of basalt and
peridotit) Moon's composition similar to the Earth mantle - see
Ringwood [251
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where the function FC(f t defines the distribution of radioactive ele-

ments depending on the radius at different time. Indexes ~ =I,2,3

refer to uranium, thorium and kalium-40,respectively, )=I.54 Io.-jar-'

S=5 10 - I I year - I , )A =5.7 IO- 1 year - , the heat release of one
gramm of the radioactive element is aei - 0.805 cal gI year I ,

o=0.I93, 0(3=0.224 and values of N' - the concentration at the
beginning of consideration - are defined based on the expected presen-
tly concentration of over the formula Ho eAt
where t0=4.7 10 9 years is the Moon age. We consider four variants

of values of radioactive elements concentration given in table I.
Radioactive elements concentrations are chosen based on the stationary

heat fluxes equal to 1.35 and 0.9I cal cm- 2 sec'- for variants I and
II and corresponding to radio astronomical data by Troitsky and
Krotikov (273 and to the Appolo-15 ( ) , and 0.61 and 0.236 cal.cm- 2

sec for variants II and III coinsided with one of the variants by
Levin and Maeva 19J (II) and close to concentrations accepted by
Urey and MacDonald (III). The relation of thorium concentration to
uranium one is taken to be equal to 4 (see [9] ), uranium concentra-
tion is taken in variants I,I++,II based on the pyrolit Moon compo-
sition and chondrite composition in variant III. This assumption on
the pyrolit Moon composition is founded on the similarity of the
Moon composition and the Earth mantle noted by Anderson [I) (for

example, the mean atomic weight of the Earth mantle N =22.4 which
refers to ejected rocks,coal,ordinary and enstative chondrizes. The
same atomic weight has the Moon's.material 22.0) and also on the
data by Sorveyer - V and on the paper by MacCrea UIJ9,Reynolds,Summers

C24] et al. From all these data it follows that the Moon consists of
silicate (for example,basalt) similar to those at the Earth
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mantle ). The table gives uranium concentrations and the relation

of K-40 and uranium concentrations for different rocks.

Rocks: Granite: Basalt: Aklogite: Peridotits Dunit: Chondrite:

U.IO-  400 80 4.5 0.6 0.1 I.I.

K40/U 1.05 1.13 I.44 1.2 1.2 9

From this table and the biven stationary fluxes we choose the above

variants I,I and II with the content of basalt equal to I4%,I0

and 5%, peridotit -73%,77% and 82% and iron - 13% (Reynolds,Summers

24) ) with impoverished content of radioactive elements (iron, has

U=O.I-IO-8g/g, Th=0.4-IO- 8 , K40 =0) and the relation K40/U=I.I3

and 1.6 (see Levin IOD)and Lubimova (12 ). We take also variant III

- chondrite model (Urey and MacDonald).

Note that variant II corresponds to variant "C" of the mean con-

tent of radioactive elements in the Earth (see Starkova (33]and Lu-

bimova (12) '+.

As the initial condition we take two variants of the "Cold"

and the "hot" Moon's model at the moment of its formation according

to initial temperatures 273 0K and 900 0 K. These are the same initial

condition taken by Urey, MacDonald,Irijama,Schimazu,Friker+++ ) based

+)From this it is not necessary followed that the hypothesis is true
on the Moon formation by the way of tearing off the Earth since eien
interstellar material contains grains of high melting silicates
(Mac Crea (19) ).

++)Running ahead we note that just this variant gives the flux corres-
ponding to Appolo-I5 data and the radio astronomical ones,i.e. eviden-
tly the terrestrial composition of the Moon is rather probable.

++ aeva [151 took the parabolic tenprature distribution with the
value in the Moon's centre equal to 500CK.
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on the different hypothesis of the Moon origin and the time of its

accumulation and the initial heating we do not give Conside-ation.
The bJundary condition ( -- ) is defined by relation (5)

K 6T (
; s(5)

wherel= 0.9 IO-2ca1 am' 2 sea I consideres the Moon heating by the

solar radiation. This condition leads practicaojy at the calcu..a*ion

to the same results that the more simple condiion T = 273Y =const

does.

The mechanism of differntiation

The mecaanism of differentiation is defined by the function of
distribution of radioactive elements F (,") which is given by the

following manner. At first, we consider a homogeneous model of dis-

tribution of radioactive elements, i.e. P(r,t) =I (analogous to

[20,21 ) is the first stage of calculation. Then, after reeching at

the moment ti, at the point i  , the temperature corresponding to

the beginning of melting Tinit. melt the distribution of tempera-
ture obtained to the time of to- igi (where A* is the time of
melting - see below) is taken for the new initial distribution, and
the distribution of radioactive elements is assumed to be laminateO,
namely, radioactive elements from the layer P±-*4P transfer to

the adjacent upper laever ( 'a±r 8 ) and the calculation is carried

out with the poored layer ( Pr_.td ). However, for the time At de-

fined by the necessity of the layer heatingbV by dT =2oo00 more

deep layers have reached the temperaturq of melting (since Tinit.melt
increases with the depth, i.e. with the decrease of r ). Radioactive

elements from these layers go to the layer ±O*"P , i.e. their

content in this layer is equalized and so on, until tae lower layers
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stop melving. Such laminated differentiation (similar to thore accep-

ted by Fricker,Roynolds,Summers) is defined by five variants differed

by the value f wanich is the portion of radioactive elements con-

vection from the layer. We accept 1 =I (the complete convection),

0.8 (80% of radioactive elements convected from the layer),0. ,0.4,

0.2. In this way after differentiation in each of the melted layer

there remains from 0 up to 80Yo from the content of radioactiv_ elements

in nondifferential material (note that in the latest paper by Maeva

[i5 the residue was from 2o up to 20%,i.e. 1-> 0.8).

The present paper does not consider the possibility of convection

of the melted material to the external hard layer as it was done Ln the

paper by Maeva [I5J)since the concentration of radioactive elements

in the thin surface-attached layer leadfng, in reality, to the iore

rapid cooling of the LPon and to the larger thickness )f the hxrd

cover is obtained in the model of exponential differentiation which

is considered in detail in 120,2I1 .

3. The method of calculation

For the numerical solution of the heat conductivity equation

we use the method of line coordinates where the section [OAo3 ,

(where ro is the radius of the Moon) is divided into 100 l§yers

and only arbitraries over the spacial coordinate are reFr.ayed by the

difference ratio. Thus the solution of the boundary problem is reduced

to the solution of Cauchy problem for the system of ordinary differen-

tial equations. It should be noted that the approximation error the

larger the closer is the layer to the surface. That is why nonuniform

grid is used in the calculation: the layer thickness close to the
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surface ( 5km) is in several times smaller in comparison with the

depth layer ( I18 km). The sZstem obtained is solved by the appro-

ximation method providing the accuracy of temperature calculation

(at each astp over the time) of the order of I- 3 . All calculations

are made by the computer BESM -6 .

4. Results of calculation

Results of calculation are given in Pigs I-I4 ar in Tables 2

and 3.

The process of eltMn~ and differentiation

Figs 1-4 shows the time temperature dependence in different

Moon layers (along the radius beginning from the centre 0 ) for all

variants at R =I . Here also temperatures are plotted of the beginning

of melting corresponding to each layer and the time dependence of

the beginning of melting in different layers. From Figs I-4 it is

claer that melting in all variants begins in the layer 80+ ) near

1500 km from the centre (i.e. at the depth 250 km under the sur-

face) at the time period from 0.4 up to 1.5 milliard years from the

beginning of the Moon history) and rapidly (for 0.1 -0.3 milliard

of years) the region of melting propagates to the centre and to

the Moon's surface. At the same layer where melting begins for the

first time, in 0.2 -0.5 milliard of years the differentiation of

Altogether there are 100 layers.



the material begins for the first time. The region of melting at the

moment of the beginning of differentiation tinit.dif. reaches I600km

and at the same time a sharp temperature increase occurs in the

layers close to the surface. As a result the temperature in these

layers is close to or exceeds Tinit. melt. . It is clear since

melted radioactive elements convected to these layers from the more

deep layers. The deep layers (the depth more 500-600 km,i.e.

=IIOO00-I200 kn) to the moment of differentiation turn to be heated

higher than Tinit.mel t  and slowly cooling due to the convection

of radioactive elements to the upper layers . From Figs 5-7 it is

seen that in this way almost simtltaneous heating uf the Moon mate-

rial occurs up to the depth of 200-250 km under the surface. Layers

which are closer to the surface heating slower and the depth of these

layers increases as time goes by. Numerical data are given in

Table 2 and 3.

The beginning and the duration of the maximum melting of the interior.

Figs 8-II give time dependence of the radius of melting. From

these Figures it is clear that in all variants the period of the

maximum melting is observed continued I-2 milliard of years (depen-

ding on the variant - see table 2 and 3 ) and beginning in the inter-

val 0.7-2.3 milliard of years from the beginning of the Moon history.

It is naturally that for large concentrations and "hot" models the

maximum melting begins earlier than for the ooncentrations of small

and "cold" models.So for the.variants I and I++ the maximum melting

Differentiation occurs in all variants except for III (cold model)
where the energy of radioactive elementb is not sufficient for the
beginning of differentiation.
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begins approximately 3.5 - 4 milliard of years ago and continues

auring 1.5 - I milliard of years and in the case rf small (variant III

and mean concentrations and the large convection ( It- 0.8) of radio-

active elements (variantII) the maximum melting begins 2.5 - 3 mi&-

liard of years ago and continues 1.5 - 2 milliard of years, i.e. it

begins later and continues longer as should be -xpected + ) . The pecu-

liar case is variant II ("cold" model) at the smLll convection oa ra-

dioactive elements ( flA0.6) where the period ot maximum melti.g be-

ginning 2.5 milliard of years ago and continues at the present time.

Here the specific combintion of conditions is realized. The concen-

tration of radioactive elements is not so large cnd the process of

differentiation is not so effective that a fast convection of radia-

active elements to the surface occurs when their influence on ine

further history turns to be small but not sufficiently small for the

natural cooling of the Moon material.

Thus, in all variants except for the mentioned II ( At 0.6) the

cooling of the Moon takes place presently.

The thickness of the hard cover

As it 'is seen from Pigs 8-II and Tables 2 and 3 the thickness of the

hard cover at the period of maximum melting ranges in variants II +* ,

II,III 15-20 km,25-30 km,35-45 km and 100-200 km , respectively,i.e.

up to I - 2.5 milliard of years ago the Moon was almost completely

melted (in variants II with rnL - 0.6 the Moon even now should be mel-

ted up to the depth ~45 km under the surface), then cooling began

and presently the thickness of the hard cover in all variants is

150-250 km (except for the mentioned "peculiar case"). The same is

+)The smaller concebtration is the more quite Pre the precess passed.



followed from Figs 13-12 where tb3 distribution of the temperature

in the Moon at the present time is given.

The heat flux through the Moon surface

Fig 13 gives time dependence of the heat flux through the lunar

surface. From these curves it is clear that at the period of the

maximum melting of the Moon flux as it could be expected is also

matimum one exceeding 2-3 times the stationary value at the given

concentration of radioactive elements. Now at all variants (except

for II with fS 0.6) the flux decrease is observed and its approxima-

tion to the stationary value qstat. ,7et even now the flux exceeds

nearly 1.5 times qstat. . The flux value in variants I,I ++,II

(fl r0.8) and III is equal to 1.8-10-6 cal m- 2 sec I , .27-IO-6

and 0.9 - 0.95*IO cal.cm-2 sec ,respectively, in vnriant III

("cold" and "hot" models) - 0.28 and 0.55 IO-6cal cm-2sec- I and in

variant II (P 0.6) is a.rather large flux equal to 1.6 IO-6cal.cm - 2

sec , that associated with the melting in this variant extended up

to the depth of 45 km.

Thus fluxes close to the measured ones by the radio astronomical

methods and obtained by Appolo-I5 are realized in variants I++ and

II (Rl 0.8),i.e. at the terrestrial or "mantle" - pyrolit content

of the bMoon material.

5. Conclusion

Calculations are given where different concehtrations of radio-
active elements are accepted which refered both to the chondrite
composition (III) and to the terrestrial one (!I) an d to the Earth
mantle -pyrolite composition (I and I++ ) . The material differentia-

tion and the convection of radioactive elements to ;ae urface cue to
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in;lting are taken into account at the process of calculatioi over

the scheme close to the schema by Fricker,Reyno2ds and Summers.

Calculationd show that the Moon's interior has been heated up to the

ielting during the first 0.7-2.3 milliard of years after its formation.

The maximum melting of the Moon covering practically the entire

Moon up to the depth 15-45 km from its suifacn began 3.5-4 milliard

of years ago in the assumption on the pyrolite composition of the

Moon or 2.5-3 milliard of years ago in the assumption on the terree-

trial or cLhndrite composition of the Moon. This maximum melting

continues during I-2 milliard of years and at present the Moon is

cooling (there is a scarcely probable variant of weak differentiation

at the "terrestrial" composition of the Moon when melting is conti-

nuoing even now). The present depth of the hard cover is 150-250 km

and the value of the heat flux approximately 1.5 times exceeds the

stationary one, and is equal tor variants I,I++,II and III to 1.8,

I.27,0.9-0.95,and 0.28-0.55 IO-6 cal cm-2 sec-I,respectively.

From Tables 2 and 3 it iollows that in the most probablo vari-

ants with pyrolite-"mantle" (I + ) and terrestrial (II) composition

of the initially "hot" Moon the maximum melting of the Moon began

3.3-3.8 milliards of years ago thet corresponds to the age of the

basalt and maskones (3.16-3.71 milliard of years). This testify to

the vulcanic activity and was completed approximately 2.7-3 milliard

of years ago that agrees with the absence of the material samples

at the Moon yunger than 3 milliard of years (Papanastassiou,Wasser-

burg (22,23,321 ) when the activity stops. So, limitations stated

resently by Toksoz and Solomon C26) are satisfied, yet the thick-

ness of the hard cover obtained by us is essentially small (in (26]

the thickness of the cover is 600 km).

It should be noted that the most close to reality is the vari-

ant of the "terrestrial" composition of the Moon (composition "C"



according to Starkova) giving inspite of .moderate concentration

a sufficiently large heat flux + ) corresponding to the radio astrono-

mical measurements and Appolo-I5 data, i.e, to obtain the large

flux observed it is not nacessary large concentration. of radio ac-

tive elements to be present.

The authors are grateful to Prof.V.S.Troitsky and iProf.N.o

Tseitlin for the attention to the present paper and for useful dis-

cussions and to M.V.Ostrovskaya for the help in the construction

of numerous graphics.
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TABLE I

Variants Concentration of radioactive elements (g/g qstatUranium Thorium Kalium-40 cal cm- 2 see - I

Basalt 14% 
oPeridotit 7 I II,558I 46,7 6I0

"  I8,5~o I5Io
Iron 13%

(K 40/U) =I.6

Basalt 106o I ++  8,5.10- 8  3408 9,6I0-8 0,91I0
(K 40/U)=I. I3 +l'0 - 9,6 -I - 8  O,9 . -  6

Basalt 5% II 5,2IO-8  2108 -6 4 1 - 061 6
Variant by Levin 5.2 IIO 84.10 8  ,6I-6

k40/U =I.6

Chondrite model
Variants by Urey I I I,16IO 4,67I08 9- 8
and MacDonald 9,2
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TABLE 2

Flux
q IOPcal cm-2sec -  Time t milliard years Distance r km

Variant N..
stat qmax qo "init melt t rini.mel dr r hard rhoin r harc

tin dif max. melt max q max me (coe

I I 5 (0,4) 0,7-2,2 0, 6-2 1540 195
Cold.mod. 0,6 1,35 5,5 1,8 0,6 0,7-1,8 0,7-1,8 1660 1720 146D 15-20 .275

0,2 0,7-2,2 0,8-2 I660 5 1540 195

I T 1500 235

Cold model 0,8 (0,P5) I500 1520 215
0,6 0,91 2,85 127 I,I5 1,4- 2 1,4- 2 1710 1540 25-30 195

0, 4 .. 1705 1540 195

0,2 1540 195

9++ 0 - - 0 1710 1520- 2T5
Hot model 0,6 0,91 2,85 I ,7 0, 0,9- 2 0,9-1,5 1640 705 1560 25-30 175

I ,gs ,2 2,3-3,5 2,3-2,6 1600 r35

0;8 12,3-3,5 2,3-2,6 1600 1600 135

Cold model 0;,6 0,6 ,5 ,3-4,7 2,3-4,7 1580 1695 1690 40-45 45

0,4 2 2,3-4,7 2,3-4,7 1690 1690 45

0,2 2,3-4.7 2,3-4,7 1690 45

I 0,55 1500 56 175
0,6 0,61 2, 0,88 ,2 1,4-2,5 -1,5-2 -160- 1700 1540 35-40 195

-' -odel 0-2 1695 1520 215
II

Axl.model 023 0,41 0,28 ,55 2,I-3,6 1300 1500 1480 235 255

III (0,7) 580 155
Hot336 0,7 10 ,55 -0 -- 2,3-3,7 2,5-3,7 95-100Hot modl T 580 1635 6000 115



TABLE 3

Sacal. c-2sec-I 0 l6 -mi °liard yearar(miliard year]' r
Variant hard m hard(kmSstat..0 jt t Mel.fluxS a a init. dif. max a

I 1.35 5.5 1.8 0.6 (0.4) 0.7 - 2 1660 15-20 200-250
"0"

I 0,91 2.85 1.27 0.8 (C.5) 1-2 1630 25-30 180-220

old 0.o8 Cold .,0,8 Cold W0,8HHot ot 135II 0.61 2 0.9-0.95 1.5(0.9) I.5-2+ 1600 35-45 Hot 200Cold O.(0.8 2.5-3.5 Cold 2<O.8
1.6 Cold fM<0.8 45

2.3 + 4.7

III cold hot coldb hot hot hot cold hot hot cold
0.24 0.4 - 0.7 0.28-0.55 1.8(I.I) 2.3-3.7 1600 - 235 IOC 250 150
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